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Congratulations 
to these  

Volunteers Of the Month 
 

January 
Carol Phillips 

 
February 

Alice Soder 
 

March 
Steve Kilgo 

 
April 

Bobbie Kilgo 
 

And to Gainesville’s 
 Volunteer of the Quarter 

Bev Atkins 

 

Congratulations to 
Bob Nelson 

Atlanta 
Volunteer of the Year 

and 
Diane Korzeniewski 

Gainesville  
Volunteer of the Year 

 ATLANTA 

BOTANICAL 

GARDEN 

Dear Volunteers, 
 

 This is the most difficult message that I have ever written to you, but one 
that I hope gives some small measure of reassurance. As you know, we closed 

the Garden on March 14th when it was evident that we could not keep our 
staff, volunteers and guests safe as the pandemic emerged in our community. 
Many of our staff are working remotely and that’s a testimony to the Garden’s 

investment in technology and a dedicated IT team; they had us working  
remotely within days of the closure.  

 

 Our horticulture, conservation and facilities staff continue to work on site 
or in the field and follow strict protocols established by the CDC and others. 
They are the lucky ones in some ways; they have the spring beauty of the 

Garden for company and can enjoy a more “normal” feeling life.  
Our staff send us daily photos of the plants in bloom as a way of cheering all 

of us up, and it’s helped tremendously as they give us the connection  
that we need right now. 

 

 Our communications team has been creatively finding ways to share the 
Garden’s story with our members and friends on social media and our new 

tagline “Life Blooms On” has been a real hit on our Instagram and Facebook 
page. I’m sure many of you are following our social media postings, and I en-

courage you to do so as a way of staying in touch and connected. 
 

 I wish that we had the answer most of us seek - when will the Garden 
reopen and our lives return to normal? Unfortunately, we don’t know, so we 
are taking this on a weekly and monthly basis and have just announced that 
we will remain closed through May. Tracy McClendon and the programs staff 
are working on virtual education and we are very excited about Field Trip Fri-

days which we will offer in collaboration with Atlanta’s other museums.  
In other words, we continue to teach, inspire and share as much about  

the abundance of plants and nature as possible. And our hearts are warmed 
by the sudden interest in gardening and people’s drive to connect  

with nature right now. 
 

 That gives me real hope for the future. As a largely outdoor facility, we 
will likely be able to open more quickly than others. I expect we will do so in 

stages starting with the outdoor gardens. We believe that the Garden will be a 
respite for people in this difficult time and we will be there for you all  

when you can return. 
 

 Some good news to share this week: the Garden received funding from 
the Small Business Association’s Payroll Protection Program in mid-April. This 
federal program has provided us with a forgivable loan that will be used to 

keep our employees on the payroll through June 9th. Nothing could give me 
greater pleasure than making this announcement! As you can imagine, small  
businesses all over the country applied for these funds. We are fortunate to 

have a CFO, Gary Doubrava, who navigated the application  
quickly and efficiently. 

 

 Our staff, part time and full time, will continue to be paid through June 
9th. Essential care staff continue to work on the grounds following strict dis-
tancing and disinfecting protocols. Many staff members have been working 

remotely and will continue to do so. Those who are unable to work remotely 
will be called upon for special assignments to continue to stay on payroll.  All 
special assignments will be undertaken using safety protocols established by 
the CDC. Most of this work will be in the Garden assisting our horticulturists. 

 

 I look forward to the day when we can reopen and welcome members 
and guests back to our urban oasis. In the meantime, discover new hobbies, 
cook new dishes, follow our social media posts and stay in touch with us. We 

miss you all dearly and look forward to seeing you in the Garden. 
 

With warm wishes, 

Mary Pat 

  

“To plant a  

Garden  

Is to believe 

In tomorrow.” 
 

 

Audrey Hepburn 



 A Message of Hope for Garden Volunteers 

 
 
By Josh Todd 
 
We are all hurting right now in our own ways - whether we are isolating 
and missing our friends and family, or worried about our health, or try-
ing to homeschool our children and grandchildren, or concerned about 
what the future holds, or any combination of countless burdens we may 
carry right now. 
 
But we are going to get through this together. We're going to keep 
planting our gardens because we believe that they will flower again. 
Our staff remain committed to the mission and will need you again, and 
I look forward to welcoming you back when possible. Our plan has 
changed over the course of the developing situation from a March  
closure, then an April closure, and now remaining closed through May. 
There is no definite answer just yet about when the doors will reopen  
to staff, volunteers and visitors, but we are committed to making  
decisions in the best interest of the health of our community. 
 
The Garden's website has a wonderfully designed feature of virtual 
tours and programing through the Life Blooms On link. You can also 
follow the Garden through various outlets: Instagram, Twitter,  
Pinterest, YouTube and Facebook. 
 
Throughout these last few difficult weeks, the staff has shared  
glimpses of spring at the Garden, and we are including more of those 
in this issue as well as some peeks at the changes in store for you 
when the Garden reopens. Renovations, installations, planting,  
weeding and watering continue behind the Garden gates, and in this 
issue you’ll see some of what’s been happening in anticipation of our 
return to the Garden and the summer’s Alice’s Wonderland Reimag-
ined exhibit. During this time, you have been sharing with me glimpses 
of your own gardens, and it has been a heartwarming way to keep  
connected. A few of those are included in this issue along with a  
snapshot of how I am managing with the entire family in the remote 
office that is my home. I’ve seen many of you through our Zoom  
meetings, which I hope you agree are working well, and we are doing 
our best to keep in touch in new ways.  
 
You’ll also find in this issue a recap of our Thanks for Giving Luncheon, 
which seems like so long ago, and our normal Digging In features and 
articles, plus the 
most up-to-date in-
formation we have 
about what we can 
look forward to when 
the Garden reopens.  
 
Until then, be well, 
stay strong, be in 
touch and keep  
gardening. We’ll see 
you all again soon! 

Susan Powell 

Nancy Waterfill 

Sally Wright 



Bettie Cheek 

Ginny Wolf 

Rich Singiser 

Phyllis Conard 

Burrelle S. Meeks 

Jessica Dark 

Paige DeMuth 

 

Snapshots 

From  

Garden  

Volunteers 

Denise Bomberger 



Behind the Garden Gate: 
 

Lessons From the Garden Staff: Composting 
 

By Brad Holt 
Staff Horticulturist 

 
Recently Josh asked me to help an area school out with some problems they were having with their compost 
pile. That got us to thinking we should talk about how we do compost at the Garden and how that relates to 
the home composter.  
 
If you volunteer for the Atlanta Botanical Garden, you have undoubtedly seen our compost pile on South  
Service next to the Center of Conservation building. Chances are at home you will not have the size and  
resources to create the same size pile. However the same principles apply. Compost tumblers and multi-
compartment bins are great options to use at home.  
 
Compost is decayed organic matter. Microorganisms, 
earthworms and insects help break down organic 
matter. Temperature, moisture and oxygen also help 
in the process.  
 
What materials go into making a compost pile? The 
perfect recipe for compost involves adding the correct 
amounts of carbon (browns) and nitrogen (greens) 
referred to as C:N ratio. Thirty parts carbon to one 
part nitrogen or 30:1 is the “sweet spot” as they say. 
Carbons include leaves, pinestraw, bark mulch and 
uncooked kitchen scraps like fruit. Nitrogens include 
flower deadheads, garden waste like cutbacks, vege-
table scraps and coffee grounds. If there is too much 
nitrogen, the result will be stinky and slimy compost. 
Add more carbon to remedy. Too much carbon in the 
pile will be slow to decompose and dry so add more 
nitrogen.  
 
Don’t add breads, cooking oils, dairy products, meats, 
sawdust, pet waste, weeds, or diseased plants. 
Throw rose cuttings away due to high probability of 
carrying disease.  
 
We have a pile, now what? If it hasn’t rained, spray down the pile to the point it is moist but not saturated. Let 
it sit and start to warm up. Because of the size of our pile, we use a ditch witch to turn the pile every week to 
add space for oxygen. Hopefully heat is coming from the compost. A soil thermometer can be used to deter-
mine the temperature. Ideally it should be around 130 to 140 degrees for composting to be taking place. 
 
How long does it take to create compost? There is no definitive answer due to many variables. It takes a cou-
ple of months at ABG. If you are constantly adding to your pile, it will take longer. The multi-compartment bins 
are useful by having several different piles at different stages. The frequency of turning the pile also plays a 
part in completion. Turning less frequently will prolong the time. Compost tumblers make it easier to turn but 
are limiting on space. Manual turning of the multi-compartment bins with a shovel or garden fork can be time 
consuming. 
 
How to tell your compost is complete? The items added no longer are recognizable. There is an earthy smell. 
It looks like compost, dark and crumbly. Earthworms are present.  
 
We compost so we can give back to the soil. The most important thing we can do is have good soil. Every-
thing starts and ends there. When compost is ready, we add it to garden spaces and either till it into the soil 
or use it as a mulch. 

“We compost so we can give back to 
the soil. The most important thing we 

can do is have good soil. 
 Everything starts and ends there.” 



Look What’s Been Happening at the Garden 
 

A Peek Inside the Garden Courtesy of Amanda Bennet 
 
 
 
 

Conifer corner is seeing a complete makeover 
nearly two years in the making. Epic rains and 
worldwide virus couldn’t stop the team from finish-
ing this one. A few perennials will still go in and 
some larger trees will be straightened when staff 
can comfortably get within six feet of each other. 

The Fragrance Garden is freshly  
transformed with only a few perennials yet to be 

planted. This refresh is inspired by Savannah and 
Charleston courtyard gardens and has totally 

changed the look and feel of this space. 

Alex Smith Garden Design has been working  
diligently to complete Phase II of Southern Seasons. 

Spanning from the slate path to the Children’s  
Garden path, there’s a new mulch walkway and no 

trace of the gap left by the fallen red oak. 

The Orangerie has had a total overhaul. Still  
containing economically important plants, they’re 
now arranged in appealing groupings so we can 
tell their stories in an engaging way. Repeating 

pots of lemongrass and Thryallis add texture and 
color, while using thematically appropriate plants.  

 

Amanda Bennet, Vice President of Horticulture, 
wanted to share photos of these four (almost)  
complete renovations at the Garden. “Despite  

challenging circumstances the work is now done, 
save a plant or two here or there. Work goes on in 

the Garden and we’ll be ready to welcome our  
volunteers and visitors back.” 

More completions are around the corner!  



Resident Gecko  
on the Mend 

 
Photo by Paul Blackmore 

 
The Tropical Rotunda is home to many plant species 
but Paul Blackmore likes to remind people that it is 
also home to several animal species including this 
gecko. Paul reports that he was recently “feeling  

unwell” and came out of hiding to get help. He’s now 
in the care of the amphibian team and is on the 

mend. Little known fact from Paul: geckos are an 
important part of the Garden’s pest control program! 

 

Coming Up  
in the  

Conservation Garden! 
 

As the Garden’s spring blooms fade,  
other favorites are being to show off.  

Paul Blackmore shares his view  
in the Conservation Garden. 



Meet the Volunteers of the Month 

January: Carol Phillips  

 
A nurse with an art history degree and specialty in 
photography who is a cattle farmer and horsewoman 
and master gardener, Carol Phillips is a veritable  
Renaissance woman who began volunteering at the 
Botanical Garden to finetune her gardening skills  
“from the best horticulturists anywhere.” As a Garden 
GEM she now spends most of her time in the perennial  
garden but she also logs time on the Plant Hotline, and 
has totaled over 200 volunteer hours five times since 
she began her Garden experience. During the week 
she tends her flowers in the city but on weekends and 
whenever she can escape, you’ll find her tucked away 
on the family farm (on acreage dating from a Revolu-
tionary War land grant) tending cows and chickens, 
one rambunctious horse - Loki of Ireland - and a huge 
garden. She has just planted this year’s corn, okra and 
other edibles plus a few Italian sunflowers, as an  
experiment, having been reminded by the oldtimers to 
plant by the full moon. The seedlings are coming  
along nicely too, she reports.  
 
The Garden is so grateful that Carol has brought her 
diversity of knowledge, interests and energy to these 
gates and proudly salutes her as January’s Volunteer  
of the Month. 
 

February: Alice Soder 
 
After moving to Decatur in 2012, Alice Soder knew 
that the Garden would soon become a part of her life. 
Not long after all the boxes were unpacked, she  
visited Josh to inquire about volunteer opportunities 
and was relieved to find out that even a person with 
limited plant knowledge was welcome! A “people  
person” through and through, Alice found a perfect 
role as a Lobby Greeter, then branched out to train  
as a children’s docent and later as an OKRA. Then,  
not wanting to “miss out on any of the fun”, she also 
became a regular in Woodland Court during Garden 
Lights and at so many member events it’s hard to 
keep track. Little wonder she has logged over 200 
hours for three years already! Alice especially loves 
sharing the Garden with children, holding their little 
hands and getting hugs as a docent or peeking into 
their strollers when welcoming them into the lobby, 
and welcoming people from all over the world to our 
Garden. “It warms my heart each Tuesday as I ask 
guests leaving the Garden how they enjoyed their visit 
and they respond with big smiles and enthusiasm.”  
 
For her obvious love of the Garden and for sharing her 
outgoing personality with visitors from near and far, 
the Garden salutes Alice Soder as February Volunteer 
of the Month. 



Meet the Volunteers of the Month 

March: Steve Kilgo 
 
With a smile on his face and a twinkle in his eye,  
Steve Kilgo relishes his volunteer post as a greeter in 
the Botanical Garden lobby. “I really enjoy meeting the 
Garden’s diverse guests as a greeter...and, like all of us 
volunteers, miss being there right now,” he admits. 
Wife Bobbie, a Garden docent and (coincidentally) the 
April Volunteer of the Month, paved the way for him 
becoming a Garden volunteer. In 2013, they began 
hosting an annual luncheon for docents at their home 
near the Garden and, at the 2014 luncheon, as Steve 
tells it, “Josh learned that I had just retired. Of course, 
as great as Josh is as volunteer coordinator, he 
snagged me to come to the Garden...and here I am!” 
Initially, Steve trained as a GEM, and worked primarily 
in the Woodlands from 2014 to May 2019. “I really  
enjoyed all the volunteers and staff I worked with  
and the knowledge that I gained during that time.  
I learned so much!” Since last May, he traded his weed 
bag for an apron and is enjoying greeting two  
mornings a week.  
 
The Garden says a big thank you to Steve and his 
“better half” (as he affectionately calls her) Bobbie by 
naming them March and April Volunteers of the Month. 
 
 

April: Bobbie Kilgo 
 

It was nearly ten years ago when Bobbie Kilgo initially 
signed up as a Garden volunteer, first taking docent 
training for adult tours and, in 2011, adding children’s 
tour expertise. The docent group soon became a vital 
part of her Garden experience, and for good reason. 
“You’ll be hard pressed to find a more welcoming,  
exuberant, diverse and just plain fun group of people” 
all devoted to the same cause...the Botanical Garden. 
For three years, Bobbie chaired the docent field trip 
committee, finding gardens and educational sites in 
and around Atlanta for the group to explore. In 2017 
she stepped up to chair the docent group. For the past 
seven years, Bobbie and husband Steve have been 
gracious hosts at a July open house luncheon for the 
docent group, and she considers it a highlight, “a great 
gathering of friends, food and friendship.” For the last 
year Bobbie has served as a lobby greeter, alongside 
husband Steve, though an unexpected bypass surgery 
in February had sidelined her even before the current 
closing. She is recuperating well and looking forward to 
reclaiming her greeter post when the Garden opens! 
 
The Garden thanks Bobbie and March honoree Steve 
for their service, leadership and love of the Garden and 
spotlights them as dual Volunteers of the Month. 
 



  

What’s Growing in  
Gainesville 
 
 
 

By Wanda Cannon,  
Gainesville Education and Volunteer Coordinator 

 
 
 

As I write this, I am envisioning a grand opening of the Children’s  
Garden later this summer, fall events, and visitors roaming the Garden 
again! Gardens like ours are a source of peace, tranquility and wonder 
for our visitors.  
 
Many activities are planned at the Gainesville Garden in 2020. I hope 
to see many volunteers walking and talking among us soon!  
  
Our Thanks for Giving luncheon volunteer luncheon in February was a 
special event. The Gainesville Garden volunteers gave over 3500 
hours in 2019, and we celebrated that day with tasty food and a fun 
raffle!  
 
Congratulations to Diane Korzeniewski and Chris Michael for their 200 
plus volunteer hours. These two are part of our “veteran team” and we 
appreciate them!  
 
Fifteen volunteers were recognized in the Centennial Club. These vol-
unteers are the core and heart of our volunteer team! Without their 
weekly commitment as volunteers, we could not make this Garden 
function. We salute you!  
 
At the luncheon, we also recognized Diane Korzeniewski as 2019  
Volunteer of the Year and named our Children’s Library in her name. 
Diane is always there to volunteer in any capacity, especially donating 
children’s books for Storytime. She is the essence of what volunteer-
ism means here in our Garden.  
 
Check out the article on the new Volunteer of the Quarter Bev Adkins. 
Bev is a constant face at the Garden and blesses us with her radiant 
smile and positive spirit! 
 
As I write this, our Garden community is facing some tough challeng-
es, but through sacrifice and positivity, we all will get through this and 
once again all Gardens will be full of visitors, volunteers and a happy 
staff! May we all have a safe and healthy year! 
 
I hope to see each and every one of you soon. Check at the Garden 
website to get updated information as we transition through this time. 
 
 

I am at a loss for words. The vol-
unteer luncheon, free admission 
week and our last volunteer shifts 
seem like a lifetime ago. At least a 
lot of visitors got a chance to visit 
the Garden and, hopefully, will 
return. I, for one, have enjoyed all 
the pictures of the tulips. After 
working on planting them at least 
we can enjoy the pictures. I hope 
the staff won’t be pulling them out 
without help, but I fear it is looking 
that way. 
 
Shortly after 9/11 I attended a 
Pennsylvania Perennial Plant 
Conference at Swarthmore Col-
lege. Tovah Martin spoke and  
related a story of a garden tour at 
her house in Connecticut the day 
after 9/11. She had no contact 
numbers to cancel the tour and 
assumed no one would come,  
but prepared just in case they did. 
And they did come. Her message: 
Don’t underestimate the im-
portance of your gardening work. 
It is healing. We volunteers appre-
ciate the work you all have been 
doing from a 6-foot distance and 
all the pictures and positive 
thoughts. I think we have all been 
working hard on our own gardens 
at home, and they probably look 
better that usual now that we have 
some time on our hands! Here’s 
hoping everyone is safe. We are 
all looking forward to returning. 

News from the Volunteers at 

 

Atlanta 
Botanical 
Garden, 
Gainesville 
 
 

By Diane Korzeniewski 



Saluting the Gainesville Garden’s  
Volunteer of the Quarter: 
 

Bev Atkins 
 

By Wanda Cannon 
Gainesville Education and Volunteer Coordinator 

 
Bev has been a regular weekly volunteer at the Gainesville Garden since 
2016. Always meeting visitors with a smile and graciously assisting our  
Visitor Service staff, Bev is truly one volunteer we could not do without! She 
is a Centennial Club volunteer who has never missed a year being honored 
for giving at least 100 hours annually, and the Garden is grateful that she is 
part of the Atlanta Botanical Gainesville Garden volunteer group. 
 
“I love greeting people at the Garden and helping out wherever possible. I 
shop the Garden plant sales and walk the Garden as much as I can. Being a 
Garden Member, I enjoy Wine in the Woodlands, like to volunteer and attend 
concerts - there is nothing about the Garden that is not special to me. I thank 
the Garden and staff for often helping me find peace and sanity in an other-
wise challenging world,” says Bev. 
 
Growing up in a military family, Bev has lived in many states and countries. Bev says, “Being an Army brat allowed me 
to see many things and go many places but I have always gravitated towards gardens and flowers.” She moved to 
Georgia in 1972 to get married and attend graduate school at Emory. In 2016, she retired after being Manager of the 
Braselton Library in Hall County. She has spent 44 years as a librarian. Raising her family in the area, Bev has two 
grown daughters who live close by. 
 
While working as a librarian, Bev met a local Master Gardener who was another special volunteer at our Garden, Dave 
Rusk. Together, they grew a community garden next to the library and for several years nurtured the garden for the 
surrounding neighborhoods. “We taught the kids about taking produce from seed to market because we planted, grew 
and sold the produce right there on the porch of the library.” 
 
The Garden is proud and blessed to have such a great volunteer who is always consistent and keeps our Garden grow-
ing as well! Congratulations for being our first 2020 Volunteer of the Quarter! 

Congratulations to  
Diane Korzeniewski  

Gainesville’s 2019 Volunteer of the Year 



Docent 

Doings 

 

 

 

 

 

By Lin Inlow 

2020 Docent Chair  
 
 
 
 

There are many reasons for volunteering at ABG. For me, it was a  

passion for gardening, the outdoors and walking. Becoming a docent 

met all those interests but how many of us have thought about walking 

as a reason to volunteer. Why not? Health experts have promoted the 

benefits of walking to our overall health, such as increased cardiovas-

cular fitness, strengthened bones and improved muscle power and  

endurance. G. M. Trevelyan once wrote “I have two doctors, my left leg 

and my right.” 

In the spirit of taking the advice of your “two doctors”, here are some 

easy hikes in the metro-area that you might also enjoy: 

Autrey Mill Nature Preserve and Heritage Center has both historic 

buildings and miles of trails through forests with boardwalks over wet-

lands. There is only a moderate elevation change and the hard-packed 

earthen paths are wide and well signed.  

Murphey Candler Park with its many playgrounds, ball fields and ten-

nis courts has a 1.5 mile loop around Candler Lake. If the walk seems 

too short, the surrounding area presents opportunities to extend the 

experience by enjoying quiet neighborhood streets or by walking/

running part of the PATH Foundation’s Nancy Creek Trail that links 

Murphey Candler with Blackburn Tennis Center to the south.      

Gwinnett's Little Mulberry Park, a 900-acre park with vast sunny 

meadows and forested walks, has both easy and moderate areas fea-

turing intersecting route options. All elevation changes are manageable 

with some parts of the park having paved multi-use trails, while others 

have rustic, hard packed earth. 

Now that spring is upon us, I would naturally prefer taking my walks at 

ABG but that has to wait for a few weeks. How about you? Where are 

your favorite walks? 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Gardens for  
Connoisseurs  

Tour  
Moved to September 
 
 
 
One of Atlanta’s favorite Mother’s 
Day traditions, the Gardens for 
Connoisseurs Tour, has been 
rescheduled for the weekend of 

September 12-13.  
For the first time in 36 years,  

garden lovers can see some of 
Atlanta’s most beautiful private 
gardens during a new Southern 

season.  
Five lovely gardens will be 

abloom with their late summer 
and early fall displays to delight 

and inspire guests.  
 

The Garden Associates look  
forward to seeing you in  

September! 



 Thanks for Giving   
 

The February Thanks for Giving luncheon saluted the Garden’s  
legion of dedicated volunteers who work tirelessly out of a love  

for the Garden and its mission. Volunteers donated  
over 40,000 hours of service in 2019! 

 
Special recognitions were given to Centennial Volunteers, the  

200-Hour Club, Volunteers of the Month, the Roots of the Garden 
and the 2019 Volunteer of the Year, Bob Nelson.  

Gainesville volunteer Diane Korzeniewski was recognized as the 
Gainesville Garden’s Volunteer of the Year award at their luncheon. 

 
Recognition was also given to Nancy Waterfill and her husband Joe 
who have established the Nancy Allen Waterfill Fund to generously 

support the volunteer program and the Thanks for Giving  
Luncheon. Nancy has volunteered in the Garden Gift Shop for over 

30 years and was presented the Garden’s Lifetime Achievement 
Award at the 2019 Luncheon. 

 
Special thanks go to Jeannie Kostiuk for the wonderful door prizes 

and to Rebecca Rahm and Sally Wright and their  
talented team for their festive and always spectacular event décor. 

They seem to outdo themselves every year! 
 

The Roots of the Garden  

Bob Nelson with Josh and Amanda 

2018-2019 Volunteers of the Month 



Bob Nelson 

Named 2019  

Volunteer of the Year 
 

By Josh Todd 
 
Bob Nelson began volunteering at the Garden in 1997, long before 
there was an Orchid Center or even a Children’s Garden on the 
property. Staff describe him as consistent, faithful, and always in a 
good mood with a great attitude, getting along with the staff and 
other volunteers. 
 
His journey at the Garden began after taking the University of 
Georgia Master Gardener course in Day Hall. He discovered that 
he really enjoyed the Garden and started shortly afterwards volun-
teering with the outdoor collections alongside the horticulture staff. 
Then, putting his Master Gardner course to work, he spent time 
assisting on the Plant Hotline out of the Library. 
 
In 2010, the old parking lot turned into the Edible Garden. Nelson 
signed up to help in the new garden on Thursday mornings and 
has been volunteering there ever since. 
 
Our first horticulturist in the Edible Garden was Colleen Golden, 
who states: I am so glad to hear about Bob’s well-deserved recog-
nition. Some of my fondest memories working at the Garden are 
with his Thursday morning crew. We were such an effective team that really enjoyed each other’s company 
and laughed constantly. He is an exceptionally skilled gardener, always reliable, up for any task, and if you 
could catch his quiet comments, incredibly funny. I can’t think of a more deserving person to be the volunteer 
of the year! 
 
Nelson gardens at his home in Roswell, tending to shade plants and shrubs. Other hobbies include restoring 
antique clocks and painting. We will have a book in the library, by Sir Roy Strong, a noted expert in art history 
and garden history, titled “The Artist and the Garden,” which contains beautiful renderings, paintings, surveys 
and photography of English gardens, in recognition of Nelson’s contribution. 
 
It is the Garden’s pleasure to recognize, for years of service, companionship and laughs, Bob Nelson as our 
2019 Volunteer of the Year.  

A quiet, unassuming 
man, Bob Nelson 

has spent hundreds, 
if not thousands, of 
hours caring for the 
Botanical Garden 
through the years 

so the Garden takes 
special pleasure in 
recognizing him as 
2019 Volunteer of 

the Year. 



Centennial Club 
 

 

The Centennial Club volunteer category  
was created to salute volunteers donating at least 
100 hours of service during the volunteer year.  
The first class in 1990 started with 15 people;  

in 2019 188 volunteers gave at least 
100 hours of service to the Garden. 

 
We welcome 28 new Centennial Club members this 
year! In recognition of their time and commitment, 
each new member receives a Centennial Club name 
badge and a Sheffield Botanical Garden library card, 

plus all Centennials receive 
a 50% discount on an educational class, and  

Garden-sponsored parking at the Sage Facility. 
   

 

 

New Centennial Club 

Members 
   

 
 Kelly Caldwell   Hamish Miller 
 Phyllis Conard   Greg Mills 
 Becky Coralli    Susan Motes 
 Becky Dacey    Mike Nguyen 
 Polly Donnelly   Olivia Niemczuk 
 Amanda Griffin   Merideth Northcutt 
 Mary Stuart Herlihy   Jim Olausen 
 Linda Hirsch    Craig Perry 
 Michele Hutchinson  Eliza Quigley 
 Regina Imbsweiler   David Snyder 
 Chazz Jordan    Milo Vasquez 
 Cindy Kelly    Don Warren 
 Jo Kroger    Jaye Wojohn 
 Lydia McCarroll   Loy Xingwen   
 

Volunteers of the Month 

2018 and 2019 
 
 

This recognition is unique from the other service 
awards because it is purely merit based,  

as these volunteers are nominated by their  
staff supervisors for showing exceptional devotion 

and enthusiasm in what they are doing.  
Volunteers of the Month have an article  

in the quarterly newsletter and have a book placed 
in the Garden’s library in their honor.  

 
 
 
 

    2018       2019  

  
 Joan Carson    Cyndy Franklin  
 Bob Nelson    Joe Alexander 
 Bob Lossie    Lynn Malone 
 Susan Slemenda   Lynda Pollock 
 Charlotte Miller   Roberta Matthews 
 Mel Berss    Rebecca Rahm 
 Margaret Turk   Susan Schlather 
 Christine Cotter   Elise Halpern 
 Anne Boyte    Sally Crowe 
 Marge Smith    Harry Larsen 
 Chuck Young    Sally Finkelstein 
 Tom Baydala    Bettie Cheek 

      



Perennial Centennials 
 

Perennial Centennials recorded over 100 hours during the past volunteer year and in at least one  
previous year. In honor of this achievement, each receives a new library card and class coupon,  

as well as another year of Garden-sponsored parking.  
This year we proudly recognize 160 as Perennial Centennials. 

 
 
Bev Adkins    Mary Evatt    Barbara McRoberts  Patricia Schiffman   
Karen Ahrens   Diana Farmer   Angie Meadows   Susan Schlather 
Joe Alexander   Tatyana Fershat   Burrelle S. Meeks  Brian Schuster 
Troy Alexander   Chris File    Chris Michael   Cheryl Schuster 
Carolyn Anderson  Sally Finkelstein   Charlotte Miller   Barbara Schwendler 
Yvonne Arrington  Mary Flynt    Elise Halpern   Mark Scofield 
Kathy Bronaugh   Cyndy Franklin   Toni Harrington   Linda Scott 
Joan Brown    Rick Fritz    Mary Ann Hart   Denise Siegel 
Janet Cantrelle   Jennifer Fuller   Debbie Henderson  Ayesha Siraj 
Tom Carr    Kathy Gallo    Bonnie Herron   Susan Slemenda 
Joan Carson    Vince Gallo    Michelle Li    David Smith 
Bettie Cheek   Diana Gibson   Katie Lindquist   Geni Smith 
Pat Baillie    Eve Goldstein   Mikiko Lockwood  Marge Smith 
Tom Baydala   Steve Guiness   Bob Lossie    Alice Soder 
James Bemberg   Megan Haley   Claudia Macdonald  Raenell Soller 
Ann Bentsen   Sally Hilton    Agnes Miller-Landers Holly Sparrow 
Mel Berss    Fariba Hollister   Jeanne Muhlberger  Michael Stanley 
Jo Ann Bertrand   Bob Holmes    Patty Nathan   Jeanne Starr 
Diane Blaikie   Louise Horney   Allison Nicolle   Kaye Steiding 
Lua Blankenship   Lin Inlow    Jack Nolen    Sa Su 
Stan Bokoski   Gene Kalin    Sue Osier    Beth Syribeys 
Wanda Bokoski   Linda Kenney   John Pardue   Heather Tangren 
Denise Bomberger  Bobbie Kilgo   Alejandro Perez   Judie Taylor 
Ann Bonislawski   Steve Kilgo    Sandy Perkowitz  Behnoosh Tehrani 
Anne Boyte    Diane Korzeniewski  Lisbet Phillips   Pat Teplitz 
Pat Bras    Harry Larsen   Roy Pinkston   Gale Thomas 
Christine Cotter   Kathryn LaTour   Lynda Pollock   Richard Thorne 
Sally Crowe    Marj Leinbaugh   Bonnie Poulin   Margaret Turk 
Johnette Crum   Danny Lentz   Bob Powell    Beth Vaughan 
Penny Crump   Mark Lewis    Susan Powell   Brenda Volkmann 
Pamela Cumbie   Ken MacLean   Deanna Pring   Nancy Waterfill 
Paul Cushing   Jim Mallory    Alice Pugh    Clark Weisner 
Glen Cypher    Lynn Malone   Rebecca Rahm   Alice Wertheim 
Marie Cypher   Sharon Marler   Vicki Remaley   Paula White 
Jessica Dark   Romy Marx    Veloy Reynders   Mary Anne Winslow 
Kay Darrington   Roberta Matthews  Nancy Rizzo    Susan Wood 
Debbie DeMoss   Theresa McDugald  Kay Roane    Sally Wright 
Clyde Draughon   Maggie McGarity  Patricia Robinson  Chuck Young 
Jill Ellington    Bill McMahan   Dave Rusk    Loretta Zusel 
Jack Evans    Andrea McMullin  Bhavani Saravanan  Marlene Zwier 

 
 
 
 

  



The 200 Hour Club 
 

Since 2011, we’ve had 117 volunteers give over 200 hours of service at least once.  
For 2019, 34 volunteers achieved this measure of service and were awarded with a lapel pin  

in recognition of their achievement. 
 

 
 

1st Year  
Tom Baydala , Kelly Caldwell, Paul Cushing, Elise Halpern, Chazz Jordan, Merideth Northcutt, 

Kay Roane, Loy Xingwen 
 

2nd Year  
Karen Ahrens, Anne Boyte, Bhavani Saravanan 

 
3rd Year  

Janet Cantrelle, Christine Cotter, Chris File, Harry Larsen, Bob Lossie, Alice Soder 
 

4th Year   
Rebecca Rahm, Margaret Turk, Clark Weisner 

 
5th Year  

  Kathy Gallo, Diane Korzeniewski, Jim Mallory, Lynn Malone, Marlene Zwier    
 

6th Year   
Chris Michael , Charlotte Miller, Patty Nathan  

 
7th Year  

Ann Bentsen, Roy Pinkston 
 

8th Year  
Sally Crowe, Paula White 

 
9th Year  

Johnette Crum, Jack Evans 
       

The 200 Hour Group 



The Roots of the Garden: 
The Top Hours Award 

By Josh Todd 
 
 

Roy Pinkston 
With 300 volunteer hours, Roy Pinkston is a first-time Root who started volunteering in 2012 in the Garden 
Essential Maintenance position and has recorded 8 straight years as a Centennial Volunteer since then. He 
spends time in the Southern Seasons garden and also responds to nearly every Garden Lights email, volun-
teering for around 10 shifts each year. All those extra hours at the end of the year has put him in the 200+ 

hour category each year 2013 through 2019. He earned Volunteer of the Month honors for January 2015, not 
only through his GEM and Garden Lights work, but also by helping at plant sales, concerts, and other events. 

His most recent assignment includes helping maintain and clean the Garden’s many water features.  
 

Chris File 
With 324 hours, Chris File is another first-time Root. She began volunteering in 2012 as an Orchid Specialist 

and helps weekly in the Orchid Center, talking with guests about the plants and answering all kinds of  
questions about orchids. She also has a passion for travel, which displays nicely in the Orchid Center when 
she gets to talk to visitors from all across the world and share her enthusiasm for orchids. She has made 

Centennial Club from 2013 through 2019, and 200+ hours in 2017, 2018 and 2019. She also received  
Volunteer of the Month honors in October 2013. Most recently, she has trained to join the docent group.  

 

Clark Weisner 
With 381 hours, Clark Weisner is also an Orchid Specialist and Docent, and I think Chris File may even  

give him the credit for peaking her interest in volunteering. This is Clark’s fifth Root award for top hours in 
his 18 years of volunteering. He has made Centennial Club every year since 2004 – that’s 17 straight years – 
and he has made the 200+ hours group four times since that recognition started, though he certainly gave 

over 200 hours in several prior years, too. He was Volunteer of the Month for November 2006 and  
February 2014. His previous Root awards came in 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010, and the Garden is thrilled  

to have him back in the 2019 class. 
 

Charlotte Miller 
With 573 hours, Charlotte Miller began volunteering after the spring 2013 Discovery training, where she 

found a passion for talking about plants and amphibians in the Conservatory. Later that summer, she added 
Garden Maintenance training for a weekly shift in the Edible Garden. Less than a year later, she took the  

docent training course, then after that, she found a spot helping with amphibian care and frog feedings. She 
does even more to help other staff and programs, but we can’t keep up with each and every activity. This is 
her seventh straight year of Centennial Club and 6 years of 200+ hours. She is our August 2015 and May 
2018 Volunteer of the Month and the 2018 Volunteer of the Year, and this marks her fifth Roots award.  

 

Janet Cantrelle 
With 606 hours this year, Janet Cantrelle started volunteering in April of 2016 after the spring Discovery and 
Garden Maintenance trainings. She signs up for Discovery Stations nearly every week at her favorite spots in 
Storza Woods or the Conservatory and spends more time than anyone in the Woodlands, tearing out weeds, 

fighting invasives and mapping lost plants. She added docent training later and most recently has been  
volunteering in the Orchid Center. A Centennial volunteer since 2016, Janet also received a Root award in 

2017 and 2018, along with a Volunteer of the Month nod in June 2017 and has given well over 1500 hours of 
service to the Garden, this year earning her recognition for top hours. 

 
 



“Digging In” is published for the volunteers of the Atlanta Botanical Garden. 
 

Editor: Susan Wood 
Writers: Wanda Cannon, Brad Holt, Lin Inlow, Diane Korzeniewski,  

Mary Pat Matheson, Josh Todd, Susan Wood 

Looking Ahead 
 

At the time of this newsletter’s deadline,  
there is an optimistic reopening date of  

Tuesday, June 2. Preliminary plans include 
time-ticketing for the Outdoor Display Gardens, 
while keeping the Conservatory, Orchid Center 

and Children's Garden closed for  
a longer period. When the Orchid Center  

can open, we hope to have a continuation of 
Orchid Daze for some time.  

 
Volunteers will receive the most timely and  
up-to-date information through emails or by 

checking the Garden’s website. 
 

Alice’s Wonderland Reimagined 
 

The much-anticipated summer exhibit, Alice’s Wonderland Reimagined, is being installed right on schedule  
and will delight one and all this summer upon the Garden’s return. Alice, the Queen, the Rabbit and  

Chessboard pieces plus visitor favorites the Shaggy Dog and the Earth Goddess have been carefully tended 
all winter and will be decked out in the colors of the summer season.  

Thanks to Jim Smith for these installation play-by-play photos. 


